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 Technical report

Studio Logo's project of the two areas object of the competition is based on the following ideas:

1. Give its own personality to the design, going out of the beaten paths

2. Proposing impressing shapes and materials

3. Making them easily recognizable, distinctive and at the same time functional and light

4. Using transparent and post industrial materials.

Suspended canopy (PROJECT AREA 1)

The suspended canopy has been conceived as a monumental entrance, partially in transparent glass 
and partly in weatherings steel.

The main peculiarity of the Corten weathering steel is to be self protecting from the atmospheric 
corrosion.

Weathering refers to the chemical composition of these steels, allowing them to exhibit increased 
resistance to atmospheric corrosion compared to other steels. This is because the steel forms a 
protective layer on its surface under the influence of the weather.

The corrosion-retarding effect of the protective layer is produced by the particular distribution and 
concentration of alloying elements in it. The layer protecting the surface develops and regenerates 
continuously when subjected to the influence of the weather. In other words, the steel is allowed to rust 
in order to form the 'protective' coating.

This material is often used in large structural applications, outdoor sculptures, exterior  facades, bridges, 
maritime transportation thanks to its mechanical characteristic, its high resistance to corrosion and its 
particular rustic color.

The structure in corten steel is boxed, self supporting and easy to install, without the need of a consistent 
massonery work, nevertheless it will be anchored to the ground and to the wall.

The structure is empty inside and fully equipped to host the rain's collecting system from the upper part 
of the roof, in order to prevent dripping in front of the entrance to IClub.

The glass structure, which is also boxed, continues the profile of the steel structure. Inside these glass 
boxes on the entrance step there are two led light which will illuminate the glass from the inside up giving 
personality and inviting to the entrance.

The entrance is provided of a led light strip under the step to make it more visible at night. On the upper 
part of the entrance there will be 3 dimmer lights to allow a perfect lighting in every condition. The upper 
part in corten will eventuality host a plaque or a lightning sign/logo.
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The skylight and the autofrettage (PROJECT AREA 2)

The skylight to cover the corridor leading to the stairs has been conceived in corten steel dividing the 6 
sections of glass, of which 3 can be opened with an electric/idraulic system and a remote control (R5).

The glass section are exposed to the north, to capture as much as possible the sunlight and they are 
anchored to the existing concrete wall.

The structure continues above the stairs forming a cusp in architectural glass and making it visible and 
unique, also at night because this will be illuminated form the inside.

The exit double door is in Corten steel with anti panic handle and positioned in order to allow the exit and 
the wait of the people in case of rain.

The 3 autofrettages in the basement floor are designed at their maximum size, finished with concrete as 
the rest of the room they face.

The pavement of the corridor and the stairs is in white resins which illuminates the surroundings and 
reflect the light from the skylight. The white wall of the corridor will be covered with 70x70cm light wight 
plaster tile label panels with a waves white texture, a unique and original pattern which increase the light 
scattering thanks to its rough surface.

The wall will host the Corten hand rail of the stairs.

The above described designs will contribute to give the maximum of of visibility, respecting the 
environment, reflecting the spirit and the image of the premises and most importantly, they will leave a 
visual memory of the location to the visitors. 
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